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In our region, LA Referencia promotes the adoption of 
International Interoperability Guidelines. Recommendations and 
Harvesting Policies. 



Document: “Metadatos y Políticas de Cosecha Interoperables 
para los Nodos Nacionales”. LA Referencia requires the adoption 
of vocabularies recommended by OpenAIRE Guidelines for 
Literature Repositories 3.0. 





The network also participates in the COAR vocabulary 
group through MINCyT Argentina . The opinions of the 
members of the Technical Committee are gathered 
and discussed, and latter informed at CV group.



The adoption of the Controlled Vocabularies by the 
repositories is verified through the LRHarvester software:



Also, this software allows the correction of those terms with 
frequent errors:

Example: 
Search: draft  noy prefix  

and Replace with: info:eu-repo/semantics/draft



To switch to new vocabularies, we are waiting for the launch of the 
new OpenAIRE Guidelines and the adoption of COAR Vocabularies. 

But: 
Punctually, on the Resource Type Vocabulary:  

1 - Before more options of resources types, we must decide the ones 
that  will be harvested by LA Referencia. 

2 - We have doubts about the established hierarchies.  Example: 
audiobooks no are text, not all thesis are text (software cases, opera 
cases in the Arts Universities, etc.)  ¿In these cases, what types of 
resources should be used? 

Perhaps 2 vocabularies are necessaries, one by the type of scientific 
content and another by the format in which it is presented.  

3 - Harmonization with DataCite and its types is also considered 
necessary.



Comparing both 
vocabularies 

 is there no tensión?



Punctually, on the Access Mode Vocabulary: 

1- We have sent comments from Argentina, we have 
expectations about progress. 

2- A question, ¿From the implementation of this new 
vocabulary, the repositories networks or aggregators, 
OpenAIRE or LA Referencia, should identify the records 
they harvest as “Metadata Only Access” or will this only 
apply to repositories? 
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